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With this journal, the IPS 
continues to have the 
possibility to provide a 
showcase for both academics 
and public officers to share 
their papers.  

The Institute for the Public Services is increasing 

the remit of its research unit seeking to transform it 

into a holistic platform which focuses on key areas of 

interest within the Public Service whilst adopting an 

evidence-based approach towards an improved service 

of excellence.

These last few years started the transformation of the 

Public Service and are seeing it being transformed 

into a new level through innovation and renewal. We 

are equipping ourselves so that we can make bold 

decisions and tackle challenges, which could only be 

solved through inspirational leadership and vision. We 

work relentlessly to provide our public officers with the 

highest quality physical and online training programmes.

Our tutors and administrative staff spare no efforts 

to engage themselves and maintain a service of 

excellence. This has not been an easy task at all. But 

looking back, it is now quite visible how successfully 

the staff behind the Institute for the Public Services 

continue to handle the challenges and never 

succumbed to compromising quality. Mediocracy was 

never a word in our dictionary. We kept the premises 

safe and comfortable, supported our public officers 

with the necessary technical and financial resources, 

and kept monitoring the situation.

With modern technology and a digital era, we continue 

to improve our audience’s requirements, predict 

future needs, and improve our service accessibility 

with a strong online presence. We continue to be 

flexible and adapt to many new tools to make better-

informed decisions. This is a continuous cycle. 

Better-informed decisions lead to more information 

demonstrating where the service can be improved, to 

be addressed through training and other processes 

that bring a higher quality of service to our audience; 

and the cycle continues.

It is now time to look further towards the future. One 

important aspect that we are working on is a digitally 

enabled place that empowers our public officers as well 

as those making use of our services: from a paperless 

documenting system to online meetings. In addition, 

we are working on equipping the directors across all 

ministries on how to conduct a training needs analysis. 

Another major initiative is our liaison with our trainers 

to improve and provide a system to address the 

challenges encountered in online training.

Keith Bartolo
Principal, Institute for the Public Services

IPS Foreword

This is the third year of the Institute 
for the Public Services publication. 
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The Institute for the 
Public Services continues 
to play an essential 
role in the Malta Public 
Administration and 
has maintained the 
investment in training 
and development, modern 
infrastructures and tools, 
and evidence-based 
management to provide a 
service of excellence. 

Research

The IPS maintained a close relationship with MCAST 

and the University of Malta by participating in the 

Fresher’s Week and Career Expo events. Besides the 

promotion of several schemes and apprenticeships 

to students interested in starting a career path with 

Malta Public Service, IPS helped various students in 

their dissertation phase prior to the data collection 

process and with research proposals that are deemed 

fit for the public and citizens at large. An updated 

research exercise project is also in the pipeline 

to identify the gaps between the public officers’ 

potential and the skills required for their progression.

Continuous Development

The principle of continuous improvement through 

learning and knowledge remains a guiding principle 

for the IPS.  IPS believes that the Prospectus is a 

dynamic document, which has to remain faithful to 

the changing needs of the Public Service. Thus, the 

IPS Prospectus 2022-2023 was launched after an 

extensive review, whereby the competencies required 

by the public officers were identified and training 

matched with the identified competencies and with 

today’s Public Service needs.

The library has increased its capacity by establishing 

new shelves. Furthermore, a new cataloguing system 

is also introduced to facilitate the public officers in 

searching for desired books. The total capacity is 

now sufficient to cater to many public officers with 

different needs. This ambitious project for the library 

shall now introduce a strong online presence. 

Sponsorships

Heritage Malta, in collaboration with the Institute 

for the Public Services, has reached a memorandum 

IPS Story Board

The Institute for the Public Services
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of understanding with MCAST to introduce the 

Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Conservation 

as full-time courses. With this collaboration, any 

interested public officers will have the opportunity 

to invest themselves in these areas. The agency 

aims to provide guaranteed full-time employment 

to a limited number of students following the 

successful completion of their respective courses, 

as the plan is to include the Bachelor’s degree under 

the IPS Student Scheme. This initiative encourages 

continuous professional development through regular 

training and safeguards organisational stability.

IPS has also collaborated with the University of Malta 

to sponsor the launched Master of Arts in Evidence-

Based Management and Effective Decision-Making. 

This course is intended for aspiring practitioners 

and managers who can use the data and situations 

efficiently while minimising errors in the decision-

making process.
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Prof. Christopher P 
Buttigieg 

Prof. Christopher P Buttigieg is the Chief Officer 

responsible for Supervision at the Malta Financial 

Services Authority (MFSA) and has over twenty-two 

years of experience in financial supervision. Between 

October 2020 and September 2021, he held the post 

of Interim Chief Executive Officer of the MFSA. He is a 

member of the Board of Supervisors of the European 

Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) and the 

European Banking Authority. He was also the Chair of 

the ESMA Data Standing Committee (until December 

2022) and has recently been appointed Chair of the 

ESMA Proportionality and Coordination Committee 

(from January 2023). Dr Buttigieg has a PhD in Law 

Studies from the University of Sussex (UK), is a Associate 

Professor in the Banking and Finance Department of 

the University of Malta and is a member of the Board of 

Trustees of the Academy of European Law. 

Dr Franco Curmi 

Dr Franco Curmi is the Head of the Department of 

Marketing Department within the Faculty of Economics, 

Management and Marketing at the University of Malta. He 

is the coordinator of the MSc in Strategic Management 

and Digital Marketing programme. In industry, he 

has provided consultancy services for over thirty 

organisations, including start-ups in emerging technology, 

publishers, and NGOs. Dr Curmi holds a PhD from 

Lancaster University through the generous support of the 

UK Research Council Digital Economy Programme. This 

article represents his personal views.

Contributor Bios
for Academics
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Mr Oliver Scicluna 

Mr Oliver Scicluna is the Chief Executive Officer of 

Agenzija Support. In 2014, he was appointed as the 

Chairman of the National Commission for Persons 

with a Disability. Oliver also served as a Governor on 

the Valletta 2018 Foundation, and as a Board member 

on Transport Malta, Jobs+, NCPE, National Council 

for Compulsory Education, MCCF, Commission for 

Sports Commercialization, Malta Voluntary Sector 

Council, COST Advisory Council, European Social 

Network Advisory Council, and is also the FITA Deputy 

Chairperson. Mr Oliver Scicluna was appointed as 

the first Commissioner for the Rights of Persons with 

Disability in June 2016, and served till January 2021. He 

was co-opted to the Maltese House of Representatives 

in January 2021 and subsequently served as a Member 

of Parliament until the end of the legislature. 
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Claudio Camilleri 

Claudio Camilleri is a policy, and business consultant, 

by profession. He has a Diploma in Economics from the 

University of London, and a Master’s degree in business 

administration from the University of Chester. Claudio has 

over a decade of experience working within the private 

and public sectors in various Management positions in the 

fields of HR, Corporate Financing, Start-Up and Support 

Services, Business and Strategic Planning, Branding and 

Marketing, and Business Performance Optimization. He 

has a keen interest in the link between transformational 

leadership and organisational effectiveness.

Roberto Saliba 

Roberto Saliba is a research manager at the Institute 

for the Public Services. Previously, he worked at the 

Ministry of Education and Employment as a statistician 

and career guidance practitioner. He is also a registered 

psychometrician and holds a Bachelor of Commerce in 

Marketing (honours) and Management, followed by a 

Master of Arts in Creativity & Innovation and a Master 

of Arts in Lifelong Career Guidance & Development. 

From an academic perspective, Roberto is the author 

of the book ‘Entrepreneurial Leadership’, published by 

Kindle Direct Publishing and his research focuses on 

entrepreneurship, leadership, management, emotional 

intelligence, and dark psychology.

Samantha Galea

Samantha Galea has been working with the Public 

Service for almost 9 years. For 8 years she worked in 

the House of Representatives as a clerk. During their 

time working at the House of Representatives, she 

started attending the course in Public Administration. 

This course opened up opportunities to progress in her 

career and for the past 7 months, Ms Galea has been 

working as an Assistant Manager (HR) within the Office 

of the Notary to Government. 
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Reflections on the proposed 
European AMLCFT Supervisor 
 

Prof. Christopher P Buttigieg
Associate Professor, Banking and Finance Department, University of Malta

In July 2021, the European Commission 
made several legislative proposals aimed at 
strengthening the regulation and supervision 
of anti-money laundering and the countering 
of financing of terrorism (AMLCFT) in 
Europe (European Commission, 2021). 

These include a proposal for the establishment of an Anti-Money Laundering Authority 

(AMLA). The AMLA proposal is at the end of the legislative process, and it is foreseen that 

agreement on the text of the regulation, which will establish this authority, will be reached 

by the European institutions in the coming months. It is also being proposed that AMLA 

be operational by 2024 and fulfilling all its functions by 2026. 

AMLA has a wide mandate covering both the supervision of compliance with AMLCFT 

regulations, and cooperation between Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs). This article 

focuses on AMLA’s role concerning the supervision of compliance with AMLCFT 

regulation. The purpose of this article is to briefly outline and examine the raison d’être 

of AMLA, together with its proposed functions and powers in the field of supervision of 
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AMLCFT regulation. The article also examines five practical considerations which, if implemented, should place 

AMLA in a position to achieve its mandate as Europe’s supranational AMLCFT supervisor. 

The central argument of this article is that whilst on paper AMLA has all the prerequisites of a robust 

supervisory authority, the success of this Authority in practice to effectively achieve the mandate for which it 

is being set up will depend on [i] independence of AMLCFT supervision; [ii] capacity building; [iii] investment 

in technology; and [iv] supervisory cooperation. The article also argues in favour of the integration of the 

monitoring of compliance with targeted financial sanctions within the scope of AMLA. 

This article has been prepared further to a literature review of various policy documents and professional 

articles on this topic. It is split into three additional sections. The following section briefly examines the 

proposed role of AMLA. This is succeeded by an analysis of the five practical considerations mentioned above.  

Some concluding remarks are made at the end of the article. 

The European Anti-Money Laundering 
Authority (AMLA) Proposal 
 
AMLA was proposed further to the identification of 

several AMLCFT failures within Europe’s banking 

sector, the most significant of which was Danske 

Bank (a Danish bank) that was allegedly utilised for 

the laundering of more than Euro 200 billion over a 

period of seven years (Palma and Milne, 2022). Other 

major European banks, such as Deutsche Bank in 

Germany, are consistently found lacking concerning 

their level of compliance with AMLCFT regulation 

(Storbeck, 2022). This has raised concerns about the 

effectiveness of AMLCFT supervision at the national 

level. In addition, the existing fragmented European 

supervisory landscape in the field of AMLCFT - where 

different approaches to the institutional architecture and 

intensity of supervision exist - has resulted in uneven 

quality and effectiveness of supervision across the EU.  

Therefore, the aim of establishing AMLA is that of 

addressing the identified weakness and supervisory 

gaps, particularly institutional fragmentation of 

financial supervision and poor coordination at the 

EU level concerning actions to prevent MLTF, and 

the taking of remedial action where risk is identified 

(European Court of Auditors, 2021). AMLA will be a 

central European Authority of an integrated system 

of national AMLCFT supervisors in the field of 

AMLCFT supervision, thereby enhancing supervisory 

cooperation and convergence and addressing present 

weaknesses (Wahl, 2021).  
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In terms of the EU Commission’s legislative proposal 

establishing AMLA, as amended by the Council text 

agreed in June 2022, this new Supranational Authority 

will be granted the function of: 

1.  Single Rule Book: drawing up a single rule book 

in the field of AMLCFT, with the power to adopt 

regulatory technical standards and implementing 

technical standards covering areas, which are 

provided for in the relevant EU AMLCFT Legislation; 

2.  Direct Supervision: directly supervising compliance 

with European AMLCFT and sanctions regulation 

by several financial institutions across Europe, 

including crypto asset service providers. The financial 

institutions that will be subject to direct supervision 

by AMLA will be selected based on a risk-based 

methodology. As a result, AMLA will directly supervise 

a number of the riskiest European cross-border 

financial institutions from an AMLCFT perspective. 

In exceptional cases, AMLA will also have the power 

to take supervisory responsibility for entities whose 

serious, systematic, or repeated breaches of applicable 

requirements have not been sufficiently addressed 

by the national AMLCFT supervisor promptly. 

This  means that a failure of the national AMLCFT 
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supervisor to take prompt action against a financial 

institution could result in the taking over of direct 

supervision of that specific financial institution by 

AMLA. To deliver its supervisory mandate, AMLA will 

be granted supervisory and enforcement powers, 

including the power to adopt binding decisions, and 

administrative measures and to impose sanctions on 

directly supervised entities.

3.  Supervisory Coordination and Convergence: 

AMLA will monitor and coordinate national 

supervisors responsible for other financial entities 

and non-financial entities, which means that AMLA 

will indirectly supervise the rest of the sector 

through the implementation of mechanisms for the 

convergence of supervisory practices by national 

AMLCFT supervisors. This is to be carried out 

through, for example, the adoption of guidelines 

and recommendations addressed to national 

AMLCFT supervisors and the carrying of peer 

reviews to identify best practices to be adopted at 

the national level; and 

4.  FIU Coordination: acting as a coordination 

mechanism for Financial Intelligence Analysis 

Units (Council of the European Union, 2022). 

This section briefly reviewed the rationale and role 

of AMLA. In this regard, further to an examination 

of the Council text published in June 2022, it is 

reasonable to suggest that, at law, AMLA will have all 

the characteristics of a standard supervisory authority. 
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Its powers and structure have similar features to those 

of the European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) within 

the European System of Financial Supervision and the 

European Central Bank, qua banking supervisor, under 

the framework of the Single Supervisory Mechanism. 

However, its remit is much wider and goes beyond the 

financial sector. Its effectiveness will depend on the 

manner it is implemented, including its governance 

structures for independence, and its investment in 

technical human resources and technology.  

Practical Considerations relating to 
Supervision of AMLCFT 

One may propose five practical matters that should be 

considered by those who will be responsible for setting 

up AMLA, to ensure that this new Authority will be an 

effective supervisor in the field of AMLCFT:

1.  Supervisory Independence: the legislative text 

proposing the establishment of AMLA requires 

the decision-making bodies of this Authority to 

act independently and in the general interest 

of the EU (Council of the European Union, 

2022). The independence of regulators and 

supervisors from politicians and the industry 

has been the subject of significant policy and 

academic debate, which have concluded that 

efficient and effective regulation and supervision 

are contingent on the extent of regulatory and 

supervisory independence from the political 

establishment and the industry (Buttigieg et al., 

2020). The recent Wirecard scandal in Germany 

has continued to sustain the importance of 

supervisory independence and has triggered 

legislative change at the European level for this 

purpose (Fleming and Storbeck, 2021). 

 The post-financial crisis de Larosière Report 

defined supervisory independence “as a situation in 

which the supervisor can exercise its judgment and 

powers independently concerning the enforcement 

of prudential and/or conduct of business rules, i.e. 

without being improperly influenced or overruled 

by the parties under supervision, the government, 

the Parliament, or any other interested third 

party. As such, the supervisory authority must 

be empowered and able to make its independent 

judgements (e.g. concerning licensing, on-site 

inspections, off-site monitoring, sanctioning, and 

enforcement of the sanctions), without other 

authorities or the industry having the right or 

possibility to intervene” (de Larosière, 2009). 

 Considering the significance of independence 

for efficient and effective regulation and 

supervision, it is reasonable to argue that a 

governance framework which seeks to ensure the 

independence of decision-making and operational 

independence of AMLA in practice, should be 

devised and implemented. This should address 

political, industry, and self-interest capture, which 

are the three forms of regulatory capture that 

have an impact on the effectiveness of regulation 

and supervision (Buttigieg, 2014). Inspiration for 

the setting up of this framework may be derived 

from the work of the ESAs in this area, including 

the criteria for independence set for this purpose 

(European Insurance and Occupational Pensions 

Authority, 2021).
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2.  Capacity Building and Resources: regrettably, 

technical and experienced supervisors with 

expertise in AMLCFT do not grow on trees! They 

require a specialised skill set including analytical 

skills and investigative skills. They are not easily 

sourced. In this regard, in addition to the required 

funding for this purpose, which is currently being 

debated at the level of the EU institutions, one 

may propose that a plan for capacity building at 

European and national levels is devised to ensure 

that AMLA and national AMLCFT supervisors1 

have the required resources to supervise the 

implementation of the proposed European single 

rule book for anti-money laundering, the countering 

of terrorism, and targeted financial sanctions. The 

plan could include the establishment of a European 

centre of excellence for regulation and compliance, 

a research and training centre for supervisors, 

compliance officers and MLROs covering multiple 

areas of financial and AMLCFT regulation (Buttigieg 

and Eddington, 2022).

3.  Investment in Technology: An area where 

AMLA could make a significant difference in the 

supervision of AMLCFT in the EU is in the field 

of supervisory technology. In a digital world, 

supervision cannot continue being carried 

out exclusively in the traditional way (off-site 

and on-site compliance monitoring) but must 

evolve technologically, for example through 

the implementation of data-driven, machine 

learning, and risk-based supervisory technology 

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development,2021). In this context, matching the 

1   In Malta the competent authority responsible for the supervision of AMLCFT is the Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit, which is support by 
prudential regulators, such as, the Malta Financial Services Authority and the Malta Gaming Authority.

investment made by the industry is impossible 

unless resources are pooled for the development 

of common platforms. Hence, why AMLA is being 

granted the task of developing a European platform 

for data gathering and access to information, which 

is relevant for supervisory purposes (Council of 

the European Union, 2022). 

 For more effective supervision, the proposed 

data management system should preferably be 

complemented with analytical tools, which can be 

utilized by AMLA and national AMLCFT supervisors 

for risk-based supervision. One may also argue 

that implementing common technological 

platforms is also a better way to achieve the 

convergence of supervisory practices, which is one 

of AMLA’s key mandates. Moreover, given AMLA’s 

role in directly or indirectly supervising crypto-

assets service providers, it is reasonable to suggest 

that AMLA would also need to invest in blockchain 

analysis and transaction monitoring tools to verify 

compliance with applicable legislation by these 

types of service providers.

4.  Focus on Cooperation between Supervisory 

Authorities and the Convergence of Supervisory 

Practices: fragmentation of supervision leads 

to information and supervisory gaps that in turn 

may lead to failure. In Europe, while regulation is 

harmonised in the form of a single rule book (in 

the field of AMLCFT this is still a work in progress), 

supervision is still fragmented between the supra-

national, the national, prudential, and anti-financial 

crime. There are over sixty supervisors in the 
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EU covering the financial sector, including supra-

national supervisors, which are involved in AMLCFT 

supervision (European Banking Authority , 2021). 

 Within an EU context, where financial institutions can 

provide services across borders by obtaining a licence 

from their home state, such a supervisory environment 

is bound to result in supervisory gaps, unless there 

are effective channels for the sharing of information 

and cooperation between supervisors. This is also 

important in the context of AMLCFT and prudential 

supervisors, where supervision in this regard is carried 

out by separate institutions (McCaul and Fernandez, 

2022). Experience in financial supervision suggests 

that AMLCFT risks could have a serious impact on 

the long-term sustainability and viability of financial 

institutions and should therefore be considered from a 

prudential perspective (McCaul, 2022). 

 

The cooperation mechanisms available to AMLA 

should be applied fully to ensure that adequate 

supervisory cooperation exists and that the failures 

of the past, resulting primarily from information and 

supervisory gaps, are not repeated. In addition, EU 

supervision of AMLCFT is as strong as the weakest 

link; it is, therefore, important that special attention 

is given to the convergence of supervisory practices, 

which seeks to ensure a harmonised approach to 

supervision and the implementation of best practices. 

This strengthens supervision and also contributes to 

a process of mutual understanding and trust between 

supervisors (Buttigieg, 2017). In the field of financial 

supervision, supervisory convergence is a journey of 

continuous development, with the area of banking 

being the most advanced in terms of convergent 

practices under the framework of the Single 
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Supervisory Mechanism (SSM). It is reasonable 

to argue that the implementation of AMLA should 

seek to learn from the experience of the ESAs and 

the SSM in this regard. 

5.  Focus on Targeted Financial Sanctions: The 

Commission recently expressed the view that 

AMLA should possibly be granted powers to 

oversee the implementation of targeted financial 

sanctions (Fleming and Bounds, 2022). Up until 

now, the monitoring of the implementation of 

sanctions and AMLCFT has been dealt with 

in different legislative regimes. Experience 

in financial supervision however suggests 

that supervision of systems and controls for 

AMLCFT and sanctions require the same skill 

set and analytical capabilities. From a practical 

perspective, it is therefore logical to put these 

under one roof and benefit from existing 

synergies and supervisory economies of scope. 

This is relevant not only from a direct supervision 

perspective but also from a convergence point of 

view i.e. the convergence of supervisory practices 

implemented at the national level. 
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What is Marketing, and what relevance does it have 
in Public Service? To answer this question, we need 
to understand Marketing, Public Service, and their 
intersection. 

Marketing and the Public Service
Dr Franco Curmi

What is Marketing? Every year at the start of the 

academic year, I ask this question to freshers, 

enthusiastic about taking Marketing as their major. 

The hands-up responses are always insightful. “The 

ability to get people to click on ads” is a typical 

response; “understanding consumers to create more 

saleable products” or “the ability to find a product 

that satisfies peoples’ needs”, to name a familiar few. 

Many consider marketing as the ability to sell more for 

increased profitability. However, Marketing is more 

encompassing than this. The American Marketing 

Association (AMA) defines marketing as “the activity, 

set of institutions, and processes for creating, 

communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings 

that have value for customers, clients, partners and 

society at large” (AMA, 2017).

A look at academic literature shows that marketing has 

a broad spectrum of interdisciplinary relations, from 

leading consumer protection research to antitrust 

legislation. This includes protecting vulnerable groups, 

research supporting the need for detailed product 

and nutrition labelling, legislation on dangerous 

goods, public health campaigns and the monitoring 

of mergers and business practices (Andrews et al., 

2022), among endless other areas that have little if any 

to do with direct selling products and services. All of 

these create a strong positive impact on people’s lives, 

communities, and nations.

Andrews et al. (2022) suggest that marketing in public 

service influences four areas 1. the effect of public 

service on marketing firms, 2. the impact on consumers 

and society, 3. the influence of marketing practices on 

the service for society, and 4. the meta-implications on 

theory and study around public service itself.

In recent years, new approaches and theories have 

emerged, creating much debate and discussion in 

the marketing and public service discourse, such as 
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co-production and co-creation, service-dominant 

logic (SDL), public service-dominant logic (PSDL), 

and PSL (Petrescu, 2019). Co-creation in public 

services presupposes cooperation between service 

providers and service recipients (Osborn, 2013) 

which new technologies have facilitated. A review of 

public services websites, including servizz.gov, show 

numerous opportunities for customers to engage with 

entities, give feedback and, in some cases, actively 

design policies and services. Technology has opened 

the ability to harness the collective intelligence of a 

nation not only for traditional democratic voting but 

also for participatory design of policies and decision-

making at scale. This increasingly makes the citizen co-

creator of public service processes, products, and value 

in the service ecosystem (Petrescu, 2019). 

Traditional service marketing concepts commonly 

referred to as the seven P’s remain strongly applicable 

to public service, namely: 

1)  People: includes the understanding, designing, and 

supporting of social interactions and relationships. 

2)  The Physical evidence: includes, for example, the 

facilities, the look and feel, the signage and the 

symbols where the service is delivered. 
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3)  The Process: includes service design, 

standardisation, and process efficiency. For 

example, the designed process of providing 

customer support at servizz.gov

4)  Promotion: includes essential internal and external 

marketing, advertising, and communication for a 

new service.

5)  The service Product. This includes aspects such as 

technology, usefulness, quality of the service, and 

packaging. 

6)  The Price or cost of the service, and 

7)  The Place where the service is provided. This can 

be online or physical and necessitates different 

research studies and implementation for access 

and delivery designs.

Yet there have been radical changes in marketing and 

public service operations in recent years, including new 

technologies, automated personalisation of services, 

new communication channels, and a shift towards 

customer centricity. 

New Technologies

Recently, Hoffman et al. (2022, p. 2) provided a robust 

definition for new technology in marketing: “scientific 

knowledge and/or its application in the early adoption 

cycle for firms and/or consumers with the potential to 

influence the activity, institutions, and processes for 

creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging 

offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, 

and society at large.” Applying Hoffman’s framework 

to the public service context, new technologies define 

marketing in four ways: i. By creating ways for citizens 

and government to interact (such as implementing live 

chat service support); ii. By creating new data and analytic 

methods; iii. Through operations’ innovation (such as 

using new communication channels and workflows) and 

iv. Through new relationships with marketing operations 

(Hoffman et al., 2022).

New technology has revolutionised public service delivery 

in a short timeframe. For example, many services can now 

“scientific knowledge and/or its application in the early 
adoption cycle for firms and/or consumers with the 
potential to influence the activity, institutions, and processes 
for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging 
offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, 
and society at large...”

,,
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be accessed from home, saving customers much travelling 

time and easier access. However, if the digitisation of 

public service and online accessibility was cutting-edge 

innovation two decades ago, this is today an expected 

basic service. International standards and customers’ 

exposure to globalised online services have increased 

quality expectations, where it is not enough that a 

service is accessible online. It is expected to be efficient, 

searchable, rapid, and intuitive. The latter means 

the service needs no new learning over the existing 

customers’ knowledge built over other online services. 

In this context, information accessibility is expected as 

a fundamental provision. In other words, it would not 

excite customers if it were there, but it would make 

them frustrated if it were not there, or were difficult to 

access. On the other hand, satisfaction is more than ever 

dependent on the simplicity of the designed customer 

journey.

Automated Personalisation of Service

New technology and data processing possibilities allow 

marketers to make sense of existing customer behaviour 

patterns, and increasingly predict customer behaviour. 

This allows, mainly, services marketing to anticipate 

user needs, thus removing what would otherwise have 

been irrelevant information that adds noise, increases 

cognitive load, and frustrates the customer, who in turn 

could feel misunderstood. It also allows customising 

and personalising services within set parameters. For 

example, telecom companies can today reliably predict 

when a customer will churn. Most successful online 

fashion retailers predict each customers needs through 

real-time online behaviour analytics to propose uniquely 

tailored product offerings. Within the public service, 

such personalisation can, for example, use the Citizen 

Twins’ concept (Dingli, 2021), where historical data, 

trends and patterns are used to predict what a customer 

needs with a reasonable degree of accuracy (Dingli, 

2021). Such predictions could result in a simplified list 

of menu items proposed to the user, simple notifications 

about when to apply for a relevant service at the right 

time or more complex personalisation of health-related 

solutions. In this regard, a broad corpus of literature 

exists around differentiated contexts that make 

personalisation intrusive versus applications that create 

intense, long-lasting positive experiences (Lee and 

Cranage, 2011; De Battista et al., 2021).

As consumers are increasingly exposed to aggressive 

personalisation of products and services in private 

industry, this expectation is projected to become 

normalised. For example, promotional emails from 

leading retailers are often personalised with products 

and offers that the recipient is most likely to value. 

In consequence, it is likely that customers will 

increasingly expect personalisation from public service 

providers. Arguably, much like information accessibility 

was a decade or two ago, the absence of seamless 

personalisation might eventually trigger negative 

experiences, and its presence becomes an expectation.

New communication channels driving 
an increased necessity for efficiency

One of the major changes in marketing over the 

last two decades has been the proliferation of new 

communication channels. New channels include a 

plethora of social media channels, searchable content, 

static and video advertisements across multiple ad 

delivery networks (ADN), email campaigns, instant 

notifications, blogs, and apps, among many others, all 

of which afford interactivity, immediacy, personalisation 

and targeting at scale (Parise et al., 2016). This has 
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drastically increased communication effectiveness 

and lowered the cost of communicating, as more 

communication channels become available in addition to 

traditional channels such as print, television and radio.

On the other hand, the need for efficiency in purchasing 

advertising space for the public good has increased.  

It is known that public purchasing should be done 

wisely, because the common good funds it.  However, 

in addition, most of the new communication channels, 

such as digital advertising, operate as an ecosystem, 

much like stock markets, where each advert increases 

the cost of advertising for every other advertiser on 

the same network, whether the advertiser is a public, 

non-governmental, or commercial entity. Over the last 

decade, online advertising networks such as Google 

and Facebook based most of their advertising space-

buying through bidding. This means that every advert 

on the platform competes with every other advert for 

space and cost, with advertising prices varying based 

on real-time demand and supply. In other words, 

while advertising a full page in a traditional newspaper 

has a fixed cost and does not directly increase the 

cost of private industry advertising on the same 

paper, each new advertiser on an online advertising 

network increases the cost of advertising on the same 

network. This raises the new risk threshold, whereby 

a public entity enters, knowingly or unknowingly, into 

competition with the industry. In this context, efficiency 

in advertising is more paramount than ever, not only in 

terms of costs but also in terms of advertising value. In 

this light, one might ask, what is worth communicating? 

What is the scale of advertising required? From a citizen-

centric perspective, does this advertising value justify 

the space it absorbs in contrast with every other public 

and private advert that the same space affords?
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Customer Centricity

Customer centricity has received substantial 

attention in recent years, and public services must 

strive to be customer-centric. Thus, more than ever, 

the need is to design services with the customer 

journey in mind. This, directly and indirectly, 

eliminates cases where services are provided in 

a ‘stand-alone’ context, or journeys that are not 

seamless across multiple platforms, relevant content 

that is difficult to find, or services information on an 

interface that is sorted by the level of importance for 

the service provider rather than the customer. This 

approach would necessitate serious research based 

on historical customer behaviour data, qualitative 

usability testing, and continuous optimisation of 

online customer journeys. Multiple studies have 

shown that shifting the focus to a customer-centric 

approach positively impacts the customer experience 

of the service (Fornell et al., 2020).

Figure 1. Effect of new technology on marketing in public service: Adapted from Hoffman et al., 2022.

Figure 1 shows how new technology is influencing marketing in public service. New tools are providing methods 

for citizens and governments to take better decisions. These include not only the examples around AI and 

personalisation mentioned earlier, but also the ability to harness large amounts of structured and unstructured 

data, crowdsourcing within a decision-making framework, advanced customer relationship management tools 

from which to orchestrate experiences, and the ability to appreciate the needs of the individual within noisy 

crowds through advanced segmentation tools. These provide marketing insights that were impossible to 

harness just a decade ago, not only in terms of scale but, more importantly, in terms of richness and quality 

(Hoffman et al., 2022).
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Conclusion

Over the years, there have been 
stellar advances in digitising 
public services in Malta to 
support all seven marketing Ps. 

Each service needs a continuous improvement process. 

It is essential to continue pushing and be at the forefront 

of cutting-edge radical innovations, such as new services 

based on big data, artificial intelligence, metaverse and what 

is next to come. 

However, while such innovations naturally generate 

excitement among stakeholders, it is also essential to 

continue improving the basic elements of the services, 

for example, by improving user interfaces for accessing 

services to make them more intuitive. In many cases, 

actions for improving ease of use within customer 

services require no technological breakthroughs, 

yet small changes driven by usability research could 

significantly impact customer experience. Questions 

such usability research typically asks may include: How 

long does it take a citizen to find a specific form? How 

intuitive is each step of the journey? What is the cognitive 

load at each touchpoint in the customer journey? What 

percentage of customers start and complete a journey? 

Such research, among others, often identifies low-

hanging fruit with immediate returns that decrease 

service costs while improving customer satisfaction for 

the benefit of customers, citizens, and society.
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Public Administration should have at its heart the 
improvement of the lives of the people whom it serves. 

This is especially important in the area of disability, where attitudes have moved towards a more rights-based 

approach, rather than a charity model. This means that the Public Administration is tasked with ensuring that the 

rights of persons with disability are protected, they are given adequate resources, and effective support services. 

This is achieved mainly through legislation and policy formation, of which there is plenty. The crucial part however 

is that persons with disability are not seen as passive recipients of supportive legislation and policy, but are fully 

engaged in its formulation. This article will review the legislation and policy related to the disability sector since 

the beginning of this millennium, showing how Governments have adapted to the change in attitudes towards 

persons with disability in relation to their rights. 

Disability and vulnerable 
groups: the work conducted 
within the realms of the Public 
Administration
Oliver Scicluna

Establishing the 
Rights of Persons 
with Disabilities: a 
chronological analysis

According to the United Nations 

Convention for the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities, Disability 

(UNCRPD) is defined as “long-

term physical, mental, intellectual 

or sensory impairments which in 

interaction with various barriers 

may hinder their full and effective 

participation in society on an equal 

basis with others” (UNCRPD , 

2006). In the year 2000, the first 

piece of legislation passed by the 

Government of Malta was the 

Equal Opportunities (Persons with 

Disability) Act, with the intention of 

legally establishing the Commission 

which had been founded in 1987, 

creating safeguard mechanisms to 

protect the rights of persons with 
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disabilities. This Act was amended 

in 2011 to align it with the United 

Nations Convention for the Rights 

of Persons with Disabilities. 

Following these amendments, in 

2012 the Government signed and 

ratified the Convention for the 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities. 

In 2014, the Government together 

with the Kummissjoni Nazzjonali 

Persuni b’Diżabilita` and ‘Kumitat 

Soċjeta` Ġustà’ drafted and launched 

the first National Policy for the 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities. 

This policy led to several reforms 

in the disability sector’s legislative 

framework, legislations such as the 

Maltese Sign Language Act, Autism 

Empowerment Act, Concession 

for parking for Blue Badge Holders 

Act, a legal notice to strengthen 

the access for all guidelines in the 

built environment, and another 

legal notice to establish Aġenzija 

Sapport as a separate entity from 

the Foundation for Social Welfare 

Services (FSWS). 

After the signing and ratification 

of the United Nations Convention 

for the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities, the Government 

began the implementation of this 

Convention with a Bill to ensure 

that persons with disabilities could 

be active participants in various 

Government Entities, boards, and 

Authorities, including Transport 
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Malta, Malta Statistics Authority, 

Refugees Commission, National 

Commission for the Promotion 

of Equality, the Commission for 

Voluntary Organisations and the 

Broadcasting Authority (Dalli, 2015). 

The Equal Opportunities Act was 

revisited in 2016, with the most 

far-reaching reforms being applied, 

transforming the Kummissjoni 

Nazzjonali Persuni b’Diżabilità into 

the Commission for the Rights of 

Persons with Disability. This was 

not purely a cosmetic change in the 

Commission’s name but created the 

path for the Commission to lead 

the disability sector’s regulatory 

framework. Instead of a Chairperson 

and a board of Directors nominated 

by different Ministries, the role 

of a Commissioner for the Rights 

of Persons with Disabilities 

was introduced, and the board 

of Directors was changed to a 

Council of relevant stakeholders, 

including the University of Malta 

(Disability Studies Department), 

a representative of Aġenzija 

Sapport, and a number of persons 

representing civil society, most of 

whom were persons with disabilities 

themselves. This showed some 

commitment to the underlying 

principle of the UNCRPD, ‘Nothing 

About Us Without Us’. Other 

amendments included the addition 

of a Bill of Rights to create stronger 

safeguards for persons with 

disabilities and an article related to 

health and wellbeing. Possibly the 

most important amendment to the 

Equal Opportunities Act was Article 

37, a supremacy clause stating 

“When another law is inconsistent 

with this Act, this Act shall prevail 

when such inconsistency regards 

the rights of a person with a 

disability.” 

During the period from 2016 to 

2022, many changes were made to 

the work of the Commission for the 

Rights of Persons with Disability, 

to give it the remit of regulation for 

the disability sector. This meant 

that services previously provided by 

the Commission were transferred 

to Aġenzija Sapport, including 

the Servizzi Għajnuniet Speċjali 

later known as the Empowerment 

Scheme, the Vehicle Tax Exemption 

Scheme, the Grant Scheme (VAT 

refund), the Vehicle Road Licence 

Exemption Scheme and the Blue 

Badge Scheme. This avoided the 

possibility of a conflict of interest 

whereby the Commission would 

be monitoring and regulating the 

services provided by itself. 

In 2015, the Lino Spiteri Foundation 

(LSF) was formally established 

to “provide a variety of soft skills 

and on-the-job training that 

maximizes the opportunity for 

individuals to reach their fullest 

potential as well as providing initial 

registration, advisory assistance 

and job search support to each 

registered disabled person” and “to 

keep close corporate relations with 

employers, LSF strives facilitateting 

the recruitment process on a one-

stop-shop basis as well as assist 

with the retention or development 

within the company long term.” 

When another law is inconsistent with this Act, 
this Act shall prevail when such inconsistency 
regards the rights of a person with a disability

,,
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(LSF, 2015). In 2021, the Minister of 

Finance, in charge of the Disability 

sector moved legal amendments 

to the Employment Act so that 

companies (enterprises) employing 

more than 20 employees, should 

have 2% of its workforce as persons 

with disabilities, companies failing to 

reach this quota will be subjected to 

a contribution exceeding 2.4K Euros 

(Meilak, 2021a). 

Another milestone was reached 

when the Criminal Code was 

amended by Parliament so that any 

incitement to violence or hatred 

against the elderly or persons with 

disability became a crime (Times 

of Malta , 2021). In the same year, 

the Parliament of Malta enacted 

the United Nations Convention 

for the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities Act (2021) with the 

intention of “making provision for 

the possibility of civil actions based 

on claims alleging discrimination 

based on disability in respect of the 

substantive Articles of the United 

Nations Convention on the Rights 

of Persons with Disabilities, as well 

as to provide for other matters 

in respect of the implementation 

of the said Convention.” In 

alignment with the enactment of 

the United Nations Convention 

for the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities Act, Parliament 

approved a further amendment to 

the Equal Opportunities (Persons 

with Disability) Act (2021) as to 

“to provide for matters ancillary 

or consequential thereto, in 

particular, to ensure fulfilment 

of Malta’s obligations in terms of 

the United Nations Convention 

on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities and the United Nations 

Principles relating to the Status 
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of National Institutions (the Paris 

Principles), and more specifically 

in relation to the structure and 

functions of the Commission 

for the Rights of Persons with 

Disability, in general, and in respect 

of investigations, compliance and 

enforcement, redress mechanisms 

ensuring access to justice, as well 

as concerning the Commission’s 

market surveillance function about 

Directive (EU) 2019/882 on the 

accessibility requirements for 

products and services (European 

Accessibility Act)”. 

As previously stated, in 2014, 

the Government, together with 

the Commission for the Rights 

of Persons with Disability, 

launched the first National Policy 

for the Rights of Persons with 

Disability (Balzan, 2014). and 

began working to create the first 

National Strategy for the Rights 

of Persons with Disability, drafted 

by persons with disabilities 

with a substantial consultation 

period. In 2021, the Strategy was 

open to public consultation and 

subsequently approved by the 

Cabinet of Ministers. The strategy 

encompasses 13 objectives and 63 

action points, with short, medium, 

and long-term goals, and it was 

entitled Freedom to Choose, and 

the period of implementation 

was set for nine years (2021-

2030) (Ministry for Inclusion 

and Social Wellbeing, 2021). The 

objectives included are “reforms 

and equality; research and data-

gathering; awareness on disability; 

accessibility; participation in 

culture, entertainment, recreation 

and sport; relationships, family, 

sexuality, and parenthood; informal, 

formal, and non-formal education; 

healthcare; work and employment; 

independent and community 

life, and de-institutionalisation; 

participation in political and public 

life; disaster risk management 

and reduction; and regional and 

international efforts” (Meilak, 

2021b). These objectives are 

enshrined in the United Nations 

Convention for the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities. 

Over the last nine years, the 

Government, through Aġenzija 

Sapport, has opened up six small 

homes within the community and 

worked on providing a number 

of new services for persons with 

disabilities and their families. 

There was an increase in the funds 

allocated for the Independent 

Community Living Scheme also 

known as the Personal Assistant 

Fund which now stands at an 

investment of €4.2 million, which 

directly improves the lives of 

persons with disabilities and 

their families. Aġenzija Sapport 

also introduced services such as 

the ‘Way to Work’ and ‘Sharing 

Lives’, which improve not only 

employability skills but also 

empower persons with disabilities 

to lead more independent, sociable 

lifestyles. Aġenzija Sapport also 

invested in other Day Services 

which are provided to persons with 

disabilities who were not able to 

or did not have the opportunity 

to, enter the labour market. A 

‘Skills Space’ service was opened 

in Sliema and the agency began to 

offer its services in Gozo for the 

first time from the Għajnsielem Hub 

whilst Commission for the Rights 

of Persons with Disability (CRPD) 

services in Gozo were provided by 

the school in Sannat.

In 2015, the Government worked 

with the Social Security Department 

to strengthen the financial 

assistance provided to persons with 

disabilities. The Government at the 

time understood that a change in 

terminology was necessary. Thus 

the word ‘pension’ was changed 

to ‘assistance’. The Government 
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created three streams of disability allowance: the 

Disability Assistance, the Severe Disability Assistance, 

and Increased Severe Disability Assistance. The 

Disability Assistance was aimed at persons “16 years of 

age and over suffering from either, a total paralysis or a 

permanent total severe malfunction, or else a permanent 

total disability through the amputation of one of the 

upper or lower limbs. The Disability Assistance is also 

awarded to a person who has a hearing and speech 

impairment” (Department of Social Security, no date, 

a). The Severe Disability Assistance was targeted at 

persons “with a physical disability who is 16 years of age 

and over that can be engaged in a gainful occupation. 

(Department of Social Security, no date, b) and the 

Increased Severe Disability Assistance is targeted at “a 

person who is 16 years of age and over and is unable to 

work” (Department of Social Security, no date, c). 

These three streams were created to settle three 

issues which, in the past, were not addressed. The 

first was to allow persons who had only one of the 

upper or lower limbs amputated to be eligible for 

Disability Assistance. Before this amendment, both 

upper or lower limbs must have been amputated to 

qualify. The second was to allow persons receiving 

a Disability Assistance to enter gainful employment 

whilst still receiving the Disability Assistance (in 

acknowledgement that the payment should be given 
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to cover the additional costs of impairment which still exist, whether employed or unemployed). Previously, once 

employment was gained, the additional payment was forfeited. The third issue, which was gradually introduced 

over a period of three years, allowed for persons with a disability who could not be employed to receive an 

allowance at par with the National Minimum Wage. 

Over the next decade, the Government should be steering in a direction towards de-institutionalization and 

creating more robust community services. De-institutionalisation is important in that it leads to a more 

independent lifestyle, with the appropriate level of support to make their own decisions about their lives. If 

de-institutionalisation is to happen in Malta it will be over a considerable period and will require not only the 

essential support services to be put in place, but also a change in societal perceptions to accept that persons with 

disability living independently with the right support provided is a healthy and improved lifestyle. With this in 

mind, the National Strategy allows nine years for the right strategy to be formulated. CRPD is conducting wide-

ranging research to look into the current situation in Malta, the perceptions of people with disabilities who live 

in institutions, and also those who have moved out of institutions to live within the community. This research will 

also look at other country models where the process of de-institutionalisation has already taken place to assess 

the requisite processes and problems encountered along the way. 

Conclusion

The last years have shown that the Government of Malta 
has been very busy in enacting legislation related to the 
disability sector. 

It is also crucial to highlight the importance of consultation at every stage directly with persons with disability, to 

ensure that all the necessary details are included, since this may ultimately mean the success or failure of a scheme. 

This is an important notion for Governments to achieve successful improvements in the lives of persons with 

disability. This was indeed the experience in the drafting of the UNCRPD, the drafting and amendments made to the 

Equal Opportunities Act, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, the design of the National 

Policy for the Rights of Persons with Disability and the National Strategy for Persons with Disability. The Government 

has followed this modus operandi specifically in ensuring ‘Nothing about Us without Us’ has been followed by both 

Aġenzija Sapport and CRPD. Both institutions are led by persons with disability who can understand the finer details 

and are committed to bringing about results on the ground as well as through policy and legislation.  
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Introduction

As organisations face growing pressures to enhance their performance, predict challenges, and shape new 

organizational structures, good leadership emerges as essential to guarantee that innovation results in enhanced 

efficacy, success, productivity, effectiveness, and profitability (Pittaway et al., 1998). While it cannot be taken for 

granted that “better” leadership automatically results in “better” company success, knowledge of the link between 

leadership and business performance is necessary (Mullins, 2007). 

Transformational leadership is perhaps the most researched style of leadership. In the present global environment, 

transformational leadership appears as a feasible answer for enterprises globally to deal with the resulting 

demands and problems (Al-Amin, 2017). Indeed, there is accumulating affirmation demonstrating transformational 

leadership’s significant benefits on a range of business results compared to the working environment, employee 

success, and organizational results (Bezzina et al., 2020; Gold et al., 2001; Manzoor et al., 2019).

This quantitative study sought to investigate the association between transformational leadership, an important 

transformational leadership antecedent (namely, emotional intelligence), and organisational effectiveness. The 
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study targeted employees hailing from two entities 

that form part of the Maltese public sector - the Malta 

Tourism Authority, and Heritage Malta. Emotional 

intelligence (a leadership characteristic) was chosen as 

an antecedent of transformational leadership since it is 

generally acknowledged that it is important for flexibility 

and future success, in terms of long-term leadership 

endurance (Avolio, 1994). The study also attempted to 

investigate whether transformational leadership plays 

a mediating role in the relationship between emotional 

intelligence and organizational effectiveness. 

2. Literature review

2.1 Transformational Leadership and its 

components

Transformational leadership has been defined as a 

type of leadership that is capable of transforming 

employees into individuals who feel competent and 

driven and who aspire for performance and job 

satisfaction (Yukl, 2013). This type of leadership 

is characterised by the presence of four distinct 

components - idealised influence, individualised 

consideration, inspirational motivation, and 

intellectual stimulation. (Avolio and Bass, 2001). 

Transformational leadership is often confused 

with transactional leadership which focuses on 

compliance through the withholding and providing 

of benefits and rewards (Herrity, 2021). Hence, 

contrary to transactional leaders, transformational 

leaders look at the long term and inspire overall 

change in a way that benefits the whole organisation 

(Barling et al., 2000). 

According to Avolio (1994), transformational 

leadership is associated with three groups of 

antecedents: (1) the leader’s characteristics 

(e.g., personality, beliefs, attributes, emotional 

intelligence); (2) organizational characteristics 

(e.g., organizational justice); and (3) the leader’s 

colleagues’ characteristics. This study will 

incorporate emotional intelligence as a critical 

leadership attribute and an antecedent of 

transformational leadership.

2.2 Emotional Intelligence

Emotional intelligence has been defined as “the 

ability to understand and manage your own 

emotions, as well as recognize and influence the 

emotions of those around you” (Landry, 2019). 

Since nowadays, most employees are confronted 

with emotionally taxing jobs and obligations, 

emotional intelligence becomes critical. (Lee, 

2018). Emotional Intelligence is a critical aspect 

that contributes to increased capability for 

attaining organizational and professional goals, as 

well as greater collaboration via mutual trust and 

respect (Arfara and Samanta, 2016). Emotionally 

intelligent employees have a much more optimistic 

outlook, and seem more satisfied, committed, and 

devoted to their careers and organization, which 

generates a congenial atmosphere conducive to 

increased work performance and job satisfaction 

(Miao et al., 2017). In the competence-based 

model of Emotional Intelligence, Goleman (2001) 

highlighted 20 competencies that can be grouped 

under the following four general abilities: self-
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awareness, self-management, social awareness, 

and relationship management.   Studies have also 

shown that emotional intelligence is strongly 

related to transformational leadership (Barling 

et al, 2000; Gardner and Stough, 2002; Li et al., 

2018). However, others have been critical of this 

relationship. For instance, Hunt and Fitzgerald 

(2013) reviewed twenty-two published papers 

and concluded that the relationship yields 

mixed results, especially when one considers 

methodological limitations (e.g. sample sizes 

and data sources) of the studies and whether 

trait-based or ability/cognitive measurement 

instruments of emotional intelligence were used.  

2.3 Organisational Effectiveness

The term organisational effectiveness refers to the 

degree to which a company can achieve its goals 

by making use of specific capabilities in a manner 

that does not exhaust those resources or place an 

excessive amount of strain on the organization’s 

people or community.

In principle, leadership is strongly connected with 

a range of organizational results; however; one 

result that has obtained a significant interest in the 

research on transformational leadership research 

has been the effectiveness of the organization. 

This is because the transformational leadership 

literature has focused primarily on this result 

(Bezzina et al., 2020; Gold et al., 2001). When it 

comes to leadership styles, there are several to 

choose from in academia, but transformational 

leadership is among the most often used in 

companies today, and it has a substantial 

influence on overall organizational performance. 

Transformational leadership, according to Bass 

(1985), is one of the most successful approaches 

to increasing the performance of people and 

organizations. Transformational leaders motivate 

and encourage their teams to work hard and take 

advantage of both current and new possibilities. 

Followers of transformational leaders are assisted in 

constructively attaining higher objectives by these 

leaders (Antonakis et al., 2003). The followers of 

transformational leaders are motivated to think 

about matters other than their interests by these 

leaders. (Bass, 1999). Employees are engaged and 

stimulated when they work in an atmosphere that 

fosters transformational leadership (De Jong & 

Bruch, 2013). Motivation and a pleasant workplace 

atmosphere lead to improved customer service, 

which in turn promotes organizational success 

and results in financial benefits for investors (Al-

Amin, 2017; Manzoor et al., 2019). Given that the 

literature supports a positive interaction between 

transformational leadership and its antecedents to 

organisational effectiveness, I posit that:

H1: Emotional intelligence has a direct effect on 

Transformational Leadership.

H2: Transformational Leadership has a direct effect 

on Organisational Effectiveness.

H3: Emotional intelligence has a direct effect on 

Organisational Effectiveness.

H4: Transformational Leadership mediates the 

relationship between Emotional Intelligence and 

Organisational Effectiveness.

The conceptual framework that I will be adopting is 

illustrated in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

3. Method

3.1 The Sample

This cross-sectional study adopted a positivist stance (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The population of interest consisted 

of employees who worked at the Malta Tourism Authority and Heritage Malta. This excluded the chairman 

or anyone else who held a managerial position since the questionnaire contained an evaluation of leadership 

skills and characteristics and hence limit the possibility of self-rating bias. After obtaining consent from the 

administration of these entities, an email with a link to the online survey was sent by the Heads of the HR 

department to the employees to solicit their participation in the study. Additionally, a follow-up email was sent 

one week later in order to increase staff participation. In total, 159 complete questionnaires were received. This 

met the minimum sample size of 150 required for path analysis (the statistical technique used to analyse the data) 

as recommended by Muthén and Muthén (2002). The majority of the respondents were male (55.3%) and in full-

time employment (95.6%). Their median age was 36.6 years (SD = 8.7) with ages ranging from 19 to 64.

3.2 The Research Instrument

The questionnaire contained two sections. The first section asked for demographic data about the respondents. 

The second section contained items pertaining to three established constructs. More information is provided in 

Table 1 below.

Table 1: Information on Constructs used

Construct Source Items Cronbach α
Emotional Intelligence Brief Emotional Intelligence Scale 10 0.73

(Davies et al., 2020)

Transformational Leadership Global Transformational Leadership Scale 7 0.91

(Carless et al., 2000)

Organisational Effectiveness Organisational Effectiveness Scale 14 0.94

(Gold et al., 2001)

Transformational 
Leadership

Emotional 
Intelligence

Organizational 
Effectiveness.

H1

H3

H2
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For each construct, respondents were asked to indicate their level of agreement on a Likert scale ranging from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). All constructs provided Cronbach alpha coefficients that exceeded 0.70, 

thereby providing evidence of the internal consistency reliability of these measures. 

3.3 Data Analysis Procedure

The statistical software package SPSS Version 27 with the PROCESS macro-Version 4.1 by Andrew F. Hayes (© 

2012-2022) as an add-in was used to conduct and investigate the research hypotheses. In a preliminary analysis, 

descriptive statistics and correlations between the study variables were generated. To test for direct and indirect 

effects, Model 4 for simple mediation (see Figure 2) of Hayes’ Process Macro was utilised. Here, X = Emotional 

Intelligence, M = Transformational Leadership and Y = Organisational Effectiveness. To investigate direct effects 

(Hypotheses 1 to 3), the significance of the regression coefficient was interpreted – here, a p-value of 5% or less 

was interpreted as statistically significant. To investigate indirect effects (Hypothesis 4), the ‘user defined effects 

estimand’ was used, with bias-corrected bootstrapping samples (5000 samples) and 95% bootstrapping confidence 

intervals for the unstandardized indirect effects (Hayes, 2013). Here, if both ends of the continuum would have the 

same sign (+ or -) and hence no zero, then the mediating effect would be statistically significant (Hayes, 2013).  

YX

Mi

Figure 2: Simple Mediation Model 4.

Source: Hayes 2013.

 

4. Results

4.1 Preliminary Analysis: Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

Table 2 provides a descriptive summary of the study’s main variables. On average, the respondents reported high 

levels of emotional intelligence, transformational leadership and organisational effectiveness, although scores 

ranged from 1 (lower end of the scale) to 5 (upper end of the scale), with the exception of emotional intelligence 

which ranged from 3 to 5. 
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics.

Construct N Min-Max Median Mean (SD) 95% CI

Emotional Intelligence 159 3.00-5.00 4.10 4.07 (0.39) (4.01. 4.13)

Transformational Leadership 159 1.00-5.00 4.00 3.97 (0.65) (3.88, 4.06)

Organisational Effectiveness 159 1.00-5.00 3.79 3.74 (0.64) (3.64, 3.84)

The distribution of scores for emotional intelligence, transformational leadership and organisational excellence is 

illustrated graphically via the Box Plots in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Box-Plots showing distributions of constructs’ scores

Finally, in preliminary analysis, the zero-order correlations between the three study variables were examined. 

These are presented in Table 3 below.  

Table 3: Correlation matrix.

Construct EI TL OE

Emotional Intelligence (EI) 1.00 0.21** 0.17*

Transformational Leadership (TL) - 1.00 0.60**

Organisational Excellence (OE) - - 1.00

** correlation significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); * correlation significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); N = 159.

All the bi-variate correlations were statistically significant indicating positive linear relationships between the 

three variables. This supported further investigation via path analysis.

Emotional Intelligence                              Transformational Leadership                     Organisational Effectiveness
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4.2 Path Analysis

The statistical output using Model 4 in Hayes’ Process macro is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 revealed that there were significant direct effects of: 

(i)  Emotional Intelligence on Transformational Leadership (p<0.01), thereby providing empirical evidence that 

supports Hypothesis 1; and

ii)  Transformational Leadership on Organisational Effectiveness (p<0.001), thereby providing empirical evidence 

that supports Hypothesis 2;

 However, the direct path from Emotional Intelligence to Organisational Effectiveness was not statistically 

significant, thereby providing empirical evidence that rejects Hypothesis 3.

Figure 4 also revealed that Transformational Leadership mediated the relationship between Emotional Intelligence 

and Organisational Effectiveness, since the lower limit (i.e., 0.04) and upper limit (i.e., 0.39) of the bootstrapped 

95% Confidence interval were both positive and the 95% Confidence Interval did not contain a zero (Hayes, 2013). 

This significant indirect effect provided empirical evidence that supports Hypothesis 4. Since the direct effect of 

Emotional Intelligence on Organisational Effectiveness was not significant, then one can conclude that this is a case 

of complete mediation; that is, “X no longer affects Y after M has been controlled” (Kenny, 2021).
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Run MATRIX procedure: 
 
***************** PROCESS Procedure for SPSS Version 4.1 ***************** 
 
          Written by Andrew F. Hayes, Ph.D.       www.afhayes.com 
    Documentation available in Hayes (2022). www.guilford.com/p/hayes3 
 
************************************************************************** 
Model  : 4 
    Y  : OE 
    X  : EI 
    M  : TL 
 
Sample 
Size:  159 
 
************************************************************************** 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
 TL 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .2121      .0450      .4158     7.3926     1.0000   157.0000      .0073 
 
Model 
              coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
constant     2.5275      .5332     4.7405      .0000     1.4744     3.5806 
EI            .3545      .1304     2.7189      .0073      .0970      .6119 
 
************************************************************************** 
OUTCOME VARIABLE: 
 OE 
 
Model Summary 
          R       R-sq        MSE          F        df1        df2          p 
      .6060      .3672      .2639    45.2687     2.0000   156.0000      .0000 
 
Model 
              coeff         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
constant     1.1435      .4541     2.5181      .0128      .2465     2.0405 
EI            .0720      .1063      .6777      .4989     -.1379      .2819 
TL            .5805      .0636     9.1314      .0000      .4549      .7061 
 
****************** DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF X ON Y ***************** 
 
Direct effect of X on Y 
     Effect         se          t          p       LLCI       ULCI 
      .0720      .1063      .6777      .4989     -.1379      .2819 
 
Indirect effect(s) of X on Y: 
       Effect     BootSE   BootLLCI   BootULCI 
TL      .2058      .0893      .0418      .3938 
 
*********************** ANALYSIS NOTES AND ERRORS ************************ 
 
Level of confidence for all confidence intervals in output: 
  95.0000 
 
Number of bootstrap samples for percentile bootstrap confidence intervals: 
  5000 
 
------ END MATRIX ----- 
 

Figure 5: Process Macro Output for Model A Figure 4: Process Macro Output for Model
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5. Discussion

This study supports previous studies that reported the positive direct effects between 

(i) emotional intelligence and transformational leadership (e.g. Avolio, 1994; Barling 

et al., 2000; Gardner and Stough, 2002), (ii) emotional intelligence and organisational 

effectiveness (e.g. Arfara and Samanta, 2016; Li et al., 2018; Miao et al., 2017) and (ii) 

transformational leadership and organisational effectiveness (Al-Amin, 2017; Bass, 

1985; Gold et al., 2001; Manzoor et al., 2019). Furthermore, this study shows that 

transformational leadership mediates the relationship between emotional intelligence 

and organisational effectiveness. 

In practical terms, these findings provide empirical evidence that emotional intelligence 

is a milestone to effective transformational leadership since such leaders can manage 

their emotions and convey them in a meaningful way and, in turn, this promotes 

organizational effectiveness. The good news for organisations is that both emotional 

intelligence and transformational leadership can be developed and nurtured, and there 

are various interventions available that can improve employees’/managers’ emotional 

intelligence (e.g. see Slaski and Cartwright, 2003) and transformational leadership skills 

(e.g. see Richter et al., 2015). This suggests that it would be profitable if policymakers 

find ways to bolster the emotional intelligence and transformational leadership 

skills of their employees in their quest to improve their organisation’s performance/

effectiveness. 

6. Concluding note

This study, like any other study, has a number of limitations. However, from these, 

some interesting avenues for further research emerge. Firstly, the study was conducted 

in only two Maltese public sector entities, and further research incorporating other 

entities could address the issue of generalisability. Secondly, this study utilised only 

a single transformational leadership antecedent. Further research could incorporate 

various other important antecedents of transformational leadership such as self-

efficacy, organisational fairness and organisational culture. Thirdly, this study utilised 

a cross-sectional design and hence further research could consider the utilisation of a 

longitudinal design to allow for explorations of cause-and-effect relationships
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1. Introduction

In today’s evolving world, technology has become part 

of our lives. It is transforming the way we communicate, 

learns and think. Online access for research purposes is 

growing within the private sector, local government and 

cultural heritage. The latter are finding new ways to share 

their collection and preserve information, which over 

time can be lost. One of the ways to preserve and share 

such information is digitisation. 

Digitisation refers to the creation of a digital 

representation of physical objects. 

Such conversions are 
taken usually via scanners 
both automated and 
manually, where the book 
is scrutinised thoroughly 
and recording it as an 
online tool. 

1.1 Research purpose and objectives

This study discussed the benefits of the digitisation 

process and the impact it has on citizens as to the 

accessibility of such documents online. It also revealed 

the impact digitisation has on the government both 

financially and administratively. 

Digitisation requires a proper cause of action before 

implementing it and not taking a proper cause of action, 

can cause more damage to public access than improving 

it. Thus, this study determined the implications the 

digitisation process. 

The main aim of this research is to investigate the 

factors that led to decisions about how to digitise 

Notarial Archives within the Office of the Notary to 

Government (NTG).

1.2 Digitisation and the Maltese Public Service

Through the years the Maltese Public Service’s vision 

has been that technololy it transforms the way it works 

and how services are delivered to people. 

Digitisation and Access of Public 
Contracts. A Case Study related to 
the Notarial Archives of Malta. 
Samantha Galea 
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Diverse strategies have been implemented which 

transformed the way the Public Service is addressing 

the public’s needs. Some of these strategies include 

the setting up of Servizz.gov – access to government 

services and relative forms associated with that 

service and Mobile Government Strategy – accessing 

government services 24x7 from any place. Also in 

2020, an investment in technology of €150 million 

was realised for the Public Service to continue with a 

vision of and to be more developed through artificial 

intelligence. 

1.3 The Office of the Notary to Government (NTG)

The Office of the Notary to Government under the 

remit of the Ministry for Justice has two Archives with 

the main house original deeds by Maltese Notaries 

and the other houses copies of deeds which the Chief 

Notary to Government and Archivist is a keeper. The 

main function of this Office is to provide notarial 

services to the government and to maintain an archive 

of notarial deeds. 

Acquiring contracts from this Office consisted of 

photocopying all contracts required by notaries 

which caused were and tear on collections as they 

date back centuries and damage was done to the 

photocopiers as some of the books are voluminous. 

To this, the need to scan and catalogue contracts 

were required. Before this process was implemented 

almost 3 years ago, various stakeholders gave their 

input and talks were held with the National Archives 

and the Notarial Council, Gozo Notarial Archives, 

the Information Management Unit (IMU), Malta 

Information Technology Agency (MITA). With the 

newly implemented system of digitisation, acquiring 

contracts from NTG consists of: 

• Online ordering of contracts through the NTG 

portal

• Volume of requested deed is retrieved from 

Archives

• Deed is scanned and catalogued

• When the deed is available online, the person 

ordering the deed is notified. 

It is estimated that around 250 daily deeds are ordered. 

Apart from daily deeds, NTG has a team of employees 

who scan and catalogue contracts year by year, notary 

by notary. 

2. Literature Review

Preparing for the process of digitisation

Digitisation refers to the concept of translating 

something physical into bits and bytes for example 

scanning a document, book or photo. When a document 

is scanned a digital archive is created without any form 

of altering what is written in it. The Gartner Glossary 

defines digitisation as: “the process of changing 

from analogue to digital form, also known as digital 

enablement”. (Gartner, no date)

2.1 Why Digitise? 

Various reasons are posed on why decisions to digitise 

are imposed. According to the International Federation 

of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), some of 

the decisions to digitise may be: 
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• To improve services to an expanding user group 

by providing enhanced access to the institution’s 

resources concerning education and lifelong 

learning. 

• To reduce handling and use of fragile or heavily 

used original material to create a backup copy for 

endangered material such as brittle books and 

documents. 

• To give the institution opportunities for the 

development of its technical infrastructure and staff 

skill capacity (IFLA, 2002). 

When digitizing books, collections, documents etc. 

their digital files provide us with extraordinary access 

to information worldwide. When thumbnail images are 

used researchers can familiarize themselves with the 

source and be able to know whether the original has to 

be consulted or otherwise. Abby Smith (1999) explained 

that digital technology is a powerful teaching material 

to students as certain types of materials such as special 

collections are fragile and gaining access can be difficult. 

As these collections are rare, libraries need to work 

collaboratively to digitize them to create a critical mass 

of research. 
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2.2 Starting the Digitisation Process

Digitisation incurs a lot of costs, so being clear on why the need for such a process must be carefully considered. 

Diverse questions must be asked for the project to be effective as shown in the figure below. 

2.3 Feasibility Study

Feasibility studies ‘is an analysis that considers all of the projects’ relevant factors – including economic, technical, 

legal and scheduling considerations to ascertain the likelihood of completing the project successfully’ (Drury and 

Williams, 2021).

The first step when conducting a feasibility study is to determine what the aims of the project are. An analysis must 

be done on what are the wants and expectations of project users. Although it is impossible to fulfil all users’ wishes, 

there is no point in starting a project without the input of all users. 

Before you start, ask yourself

 In the project?

User driven: high demand for (enhanced) access
Opportunity driven: money available so we can do something
Preservation driven: high demand on fragile objects 
Revenue driven: we might make some money from it

 Do we have?

The money
The skills
The capacity
The technical infrastructure

 Carry out

Benchmarking study
Copyright study
Feasibility study
Technical pilot study
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The second step is to evaluate all resources needed for 

the project. This evaluation must not only be done for 

the project for present use but also to support it in the 

future. 

2.4 Areas of expenditure

2.4.1 Staff Development and Change Management

Nowadays most of the work requires the use of 

computers, thus computer literacy even basic literacy 

has become a pre-requisite. Staff should be provided 

with an annual budget for training opportunities on 

technical and professional tasks. 

Employees tend to fear technology as they feel that 

technology is replacing their job. When new systems are 

being implemented, management is required to explain 

all the changes to their staff and also explain that the 

reason for this introduction of technology is not to 

replace them but as an asset which will be beneficial for 

them to focus on other tasks. 

2.4.2 Facilities Management

A major concern for archives and libraries is the cost 

of building maintenance. Original documents need a 

suitable storage infrastructure for longer preservation 

along with a reliable, secure and clean power supply 

backed up by emergency generators. Dealing with 

infrastructure maintenance needs continuous 

monitoring and upgrades so to avoid any disaster risks. 

2.4.3 Select and prepare material for Digitisation

Selecting material for digitisation requires substantial 

staff time to assess the content value of the source 

material. Documents are assessed by checking for any 

fine detail if they are bound or lost documents and their 

condition, thus if they can be digitised or otherwise. 

2.4.4 Managing Storage and delivery system

Scanned images must be stored in systems where 

management can have audit trails, dispose scheduling, 

and file relationships and version control. Selecting 

the right system needs to be done by a specialist in the 

sector and working simultaneously with the staff to 

identify any needs the institution must have. 

2.4.5 Preservation

Documents tend to be damaged over time. The new 

technology introduced needs to be carefully chosen 

to see whether it is appropriate or not for such books. 

IFLA states that one method for selecting materials for 

preservation is by placing them into three categories:

• Rare, unique or fragile documents, archives and 

other objects of art factual value that need to be 

retained in their original form

• Source material with an important intellectual but 

relatively low art factual value, highly used and 

damaged or fragile and

• Mostly brittle source material of high intellectual 

but low art factual value and with a low level of use. 
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3. Methodology

This study made use of both Primary and Secondary 

data to investigate the research objectives. The 

author carried out an analysis of the literature 

available to see what process undergoes before a 

digitisation process can be implemented. Primary data 

was used in conducting a survey and interviews. A 

mixed method approach was used to delve more into 

research findings. One-to-one eight semi-structured 

interviews were held with the National Archivist, 

3 archive conservators, an IT Coordinator and 3 

employees working at whom NTG helped through the 

qualitative data analysis. The interviews contributed 

to establishing whether the digitisation process is 

feasible in the long-term; whether it is a method for 

preserving books and collections; and also helped to 

obtain more insight into the scanning and cataloguing 

system at the Office of the Notary to Government. The 

survey distributed to notaries helped to shed a light 

on the online system of acquiring contracts from the 

same office. 

NTG Website

Government Websites

Online newspaper websites

Online books Website

Other online resources

External Data
Secondary Data 

Collection

Primary Data 
Collection

Qualitative 
Data 

Quantitative 
Data 

Semi Structured 
Interviews

Survey

One to one interviews with:
The National Archivist
3 Archive Conservators
IT Coordinator
3 employees working at NTG 

Notarial Council – 
Notaries making use of 
the online System at NTG 
19 responses 

Digitisation, in itself, is not preservation but offers a new paradigm of preservation. Digital technologies present 

digital surrogate access for the original and also liberate management from the constraints of poor storage in cases 

of the preservation of books. For the integrity and authenticity of preserving information as documented in original 

collections, digitisation should be amalgamated with existing services of preservation ensuring the preservation of 

physical objects is not ignored before scanning. 
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4. Findings and analysis

4.1 Preservation and Conservation

The study observed first the qualitative part. For this part, the researcher made use of 4 out of the 8 

interviews. The interviewees all work at the National Archives and consisted of an Archivist and three Archive 

Conservators. Documents in an archival environment are stored by adhering to the International Standards of 

archiving based on the principles of preservation of provenance and original order. The process of digitisation 

is also being used at the National Archives with the main focus being on archival digitization i.e., digitizing 

historical documents to preserve them, handling originals and also enhances accessibility. 

Interviewees agreed on the principle that all documents should be digitized for purpose of conservation but 

two of the conservators said that although one digitizes documents/collections, the book itself should not be 

abandoned but conserved as well. When books are not handled properly during digitisation, it can be more 

damaging to use this system rather than useful. This fact was brought up during the interviews, where all four 

respondents agreed that what could harm books or collections is the handling rather than the process itself. 

They argued that conservators must assess all books or collections before digitising them to determine whether 

they can be digitised or otherwise. Handling of books was a major concern for the interviewees as training must 

be provided to staff on how books must be handled especially those dating back centuries. 

Digitisation is a way to have information available and accessible online. Participants believe that if the 

digitisation process is well planned, it is the way forward for research purposes as it is more practical than 

going to libraries and archives. Apart from the need to digitise collections, they must also be catalogued for 

ease of access to information. Digitisation has been around for several years and it is foreseen to be more in 

practice and the environment. For the process to be more efficient and offer the best scanning and cataloguing 

of documents, all groundwork needs to be carried out with systems and mechanisms used to update with the 

latest software needed. 

The trickiest part of the digitisation process is planning and choosing the right equipment. Several projects 

in Malta are funded making them not organised well enough and consequently not realising of problems that 

may occur until they make use of it. Planning and organising this process also means having enough staff to 

cover every single stage of the process. Two of the three conservators interviewed mentioned their visits to 

International Archives where they noticed the precision and care they use during the digitisation process. 

They mentioned that staff is disseminated at every stage of the process with rotations so everyone will be 

knowledgeable of every stage in case of emergencies. 
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4.2 Process of Digitisation at NTG

This part of the study consisted of the findings of the 

other four interviews mentioned. The first interview 

was with the IT Coordinator of the project. Although 

he oversaw the process, he was not initially involved 

and certain decisions were taken before he took over 

the process. 

He continued that as an Office it saw diverse 

challenges during the digitisation process which 

hindered the process from being as it should be. 

These were: 

• Lack of personnel recruited which is a 

continuous problem due to government policies 

non-government employees cannot be employed. 

Also, the COVID-19 pandemic had its toll on 

personnel as recruited ones resigned for this 

reason. 

• The limited budget for such a huge project as it 

is EU funded, thus a pre-determined deadline 

for the implementation was issued and because 

of challenges faced during implementation, the 

finalisation was also challenging. 

• The resistance to change from employees as 

most of them are not technology friendly. 

• Training these non-technology-friendly 

staff was difficult as some did not even have 

computer skills and through the given training, 

they persisted in repeating incorrect methods 

diminishing the quality of scanning resulting in 

time being wasted. 

• Finding the correct way to digitise which resulted 

in time wasted in choosing the right way and 

• The machinery (scanners) introduced at NTG 

was not the right choice as other professional 

scanners could have been used. Other digital 

systems could have also been used although the 

current system still offers several benefits.

Although these challenges were found, the project is 

considered feasible in the long run as before it was 

introduced if a contract was asked for ten times, it had 

to be scanned for the same amount. 

4.3 Scanning and cataloguing system at NTG

The last part of the qualitative data collection sees 

three interviews with three employees who work 

within the digitisation process at NTG. For the 

interviewees, it was the first time that they are 

working in an archival environment. All respondents 

integrated well with the process, however, two of 

them encountered difficulties during the scanning 

process, including binding issues, where words are 

bound within the volume itself, and, at times, incorrect 

numbering or skipped numbers were observed. 

Cataloguing consists of dividing the deed into 

Contracts, Plans, Attachments and taxes and 

uploading them. A difficulty was mentioned during 

the interviews where one employee stated that when 

deeds have big plans and are saved as jpeg, the 

system marks an error and would not let you upload 

it. Cataloguing is more time-consuming than scanning 

and this was also confirmed by all three employees. 

In general, they expressed that the process is well 

organised but more manpower is needed because of 

the number of volumes NTG has. 
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4.4 Online system of ordering Notarial Contracts

This data was collected through a survey done to Notaries with nineteen responses gathered. The study confirms 

that the service at the NTG varies from good to excellent. Furthermore, three respondents said that the Front Office 

is excellent, and the staff is very helpful and patient. 

The study also shows that 95% of the nineteen respondents said the system used to acquire contracts is user-

friendly, however, 5% said that difficulties are encountered when retrieving order numbers.  

The purpose of the online system was to save time attending physically the Department. Results show that the majority 

of respondents are saving time by using the online system. Although the majority are saving time with the online 

system, respondents still visit the NTG at least once a week. However, visits still decreased before the introduction of 

the online system. With every new technology system complications arise until the system is fully implemented. Asked 

whether the online system complicated matters, 95% of respondents agreed that things were not complica

Very Good           Excellent

Very Good           Excellent

42%

58%

42%

58%

Chart 1: Efficiency of the service of acquiring contracts

Chart 2: User friendly service of acquiring contracts
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Yes                  No

1 time               Twice               More than 3 times

11%

89%

Yes                  No

42%

58%

8%

15%

77%

Chart 3: Time saved by using the online system 

Chart 4: Visiting NTG on a regular basis 

Chart 5: Number of visits per week 
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The online ordering of contracts was introduced exactly before the COVID-19 pandemic. As measures were 

introduced to limit person-to-person contact, this system was empirical for notaries to be able to online any required 

contracts from the luxury of their homes. Asked whether they used the online system because of the pandemic, 21% 

expressed that they used the system because of COVID but 79% were using the system before the pandemic. 

Ordering of contracts at NTG was done manually, a lengthy and time-consuming process. Survey results show that 

respondents find the online system more convenient than the manual one, thus they would not revert to the old 

system. Digitisation requires upgrading technological systems and infrastructure with enhancements to offer a 

better service to users. Survey results show that the technological system at the NTG is fruitful as according to the 

nineteen respondents, the scanned images were rated as good quality or excellent. According to survey results, 53% 

are content with the system and do not see any way to be improved. However, 47% believe that the system can be 

improved by having more access to more notaries, especially those dating back to the 1970s and 1980s, ordering 

specific pages, especially when a contract is long and only pages are needed from it and also include a search option 

to find the required deed easily. 

Decreased                   Increased

8%

92%

Yes

21%

79%

Chart 6: Visits decreased or increased

Chart 7: Using the online system because of the COVID-19 pandemic
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As was mentioned during the interviews, certain documents at archives and libraries are obtained against payment. 

This also applies to the NTG as deeds must be purchased. Participants surveyed all agree that they are satisfied with 

the online payment system. 

The survey concluded by asking participants regarding register copies and if they are obligatory to keep or otherwise 

once they are digitised. 53% agreed that these registered copies would no longer be obligatory to be kept. On the 

other hand, 47% stated the contrary. They still want the register to be kept once it is digitised. Giving reasons for 

their answer, participants said that having the registered copies can be useful for research purposes, be a backup 

if the digitised system has problems having access and that the notary should be able to check contracts there and 

then rather than ordering them. They also mentioned that soft copies are easier to get corrupted, lost and damaged 

and that most people would still rather speak to their notary to acquire a copy of a deed, and as such that avenue 

should always be available. The keeping of the register copy as obligatory would ensure this. 

53%
47%

Yes                  No

21%

79%

Very Good Quality                Excellent Quality

Chart 8: Improvements in the online system

Chart 9: Quality of digitised of public contracts
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53%
47%

Yes                  No

Yes

100%

Chart 10: Online payment

Chart 11: Obligatory of keeping the register copy at the NTG
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5. Conclusion
 

Research is becoming more dependent on online materials. Institutions like archives and libraries are investing in 

the digitisation process. This process helps to give customers more access to information; it is a way to promote 

the institution itself and the collections and helps in reducing the handling of books and collections thus helping to 

preserve them more. The study revealed that as a process digitisation is not harmful to books and collections but the 

mishandling of the latter is. Training the staff on handling and how to treat certain books is imperative to limit the 

damage as possible. 

The process of digitisation has to be carefully planned with studies done beforehand on how the process will be 

managed especially in the long. It was revealed that certain projects in Malta are funded thus making the process 

more time-restricted, projects then are not well organised and problems are not tackled until the process has started. 

The main aim of this study was to investigate the factors that led to decisions about how to digitise Notarial Archives 

within the Office of the Notary to Government. Although the process within NTG had its problems at the initial stage 

and certain problems persist, the study revealed that the process is still the way forward. Continuing with the online 

system of acquiring contracts from the Office, some difficulties were noted but the study also revealed that as an 

online system, it is reaching its purpose, that of offering the best service to Notaries without the latter having to visit 

the NTG as frequently as they used to.  
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Insights into Strategic Effectiveness
Roberto Saliba

Introduction

Back in 2013, The LEGO Group was in financial chaos, 
it was losing around €1 million daily and soon faced 
bankruptcy. 
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To make matters seem worse, its new CEO Jorgen Vig Knudstorp was only 36 years old, with no previous 

experience in this role. In contrast and back in 1921, the perfume Chanel 5 was a goose that laid the golden eggs 

for Coco Chanel. Nobody assumed that a young and inexperienced CEO would revive The LEGO Group, so much 

so that it would surpass Mattel, Inc. and become the world’s largest toy organisation in sales revenue, and that 

Chanel would lose ownership of her businesses. These two scenarios may not indicate any resemblance. Both 

protagonists come from different times, personalities, ages, gender, and industry. Yet, like many other relevant 

stories, they both had a denominator in common that played a pivotal role in how their results turned out: 

strategy. Except that one had a good strategy and the other had a bad one.

The success of Knudstorp led many scholars to study his magic formula, but there was no magic formula. He 

simply articulated a good strategy – a soundly formulated and effectively implemented strategy. A good strategy 

explains how some organisations thrive even in circumstances of uncertainties and chaos. When faced with a 

seemingly inevitable bankruptcy, a good strategy enables exceptional performance in tumultuous events and 

adverse circumstances.

Knudstorp’s strategy was built on a rigorous thinking process, lots of research, carefully articulated plans with 

deep analysis, action more than words, and proper reactions. Like the case of Knudstorp, success and salvation are 

seldom the outcomes of a random process or luck. Nor is the superiority in endowments of resources and skills. 

Many senior employees were sceptical about Knudstorp. He seemed too young for such a position, but strategy 

makes no discriminations on anybody if the individual will utilise its ingredients properly: thinking, researching, 

analysing, planning, acting, and reacting.

The Six Ingredients

A strategy does not change the journey, it only changes 

the way an organisation intends to travel it. Strategies 

come with a paradox. On one hand, strategy understands 

that people face continuous uncertainty and that they 

cannot fully control or accurately predict significant 

aspects of the world around them. On the other hand, 

it rejects the idea that forces outside their control or 

chance events will fully determine their results. There is 

something somewhat in the middle. People can partially 

create the future, change it, or adapt to it.

Strategy is where people want to go and accomplish a 

goal; and what they need to do to get there and achieve 

it. Strategy is about moving from one point to another, 

from where the organisation is, to where it wants to be. 

However, an effective strategy provides the best and 

shortest route to desired ends with available means. 

It may show how to reach the destination and how 

to improvise when reaching it becomes challenging. 

Therefore, strategy is about deciding what to do, 

where to go, how to do it, and when to do so. Thinking, 

researching, analysing, planning, acting, and reacting to 

events that emerge along the way, are part and parcel 
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of an effective strategy. There are four basic questions 

that one should ask to ensure the right ingredients are in 

place and have the right amount of dosage:

• What do we want to do?

• Where do we think is possible?

• How do we achieve our goals?

• When should we act or react to the given situation?

The first question establishes what one desires to 

accomplish or arrive at. Every organisation tends to 

have an overall purpose. Sometimes, the purpose is 

quite straightforward and precise. At other times, 

the purpose is somewhat ambiguous. There may also 

be many different opinions and thoughts about what 

the organisation is for and should do. These opinions 

may conflict and even compete with one another. 

Clarification is therefore crucial because it determines 

the destination or purpose. For this question, some 

scholars (e.g., Ansoff, 1957; Porter, 1980) developed 

some interesting theoretical frameworks to guide and 

help the organisation, such as Porter’s Generic Strategy 

and Ansoff Matrix. But ultimately, the answer to the first 

question requires a lot of thinking.
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The second question introduces some sense of 

practicality and pragmatism. One will be asked to look 

at the opportunities in the world contrasted with the 

resources that the organisation either has or can obtain. 

Research and analysis are quite prevalent for this 

question. For this reason, some scholars (e.g., Porter, 

1980) tried to conceptualise relevant tools for analysis, 

such as the SWOT Analysis and Porter’s Five Forces 

of Competition. This question helps to provide the 

necessary preparations and issue forthcoming warnings, 

cautiousness, and forecasts for the third question.

The third question focuses on the strategic moves 

needed to reach the organisation’s destination or 

purpose. It also consists of leadership styles and 

the organisation’s structures and processes. Here, 

planning is a valuable factor because it helps with the 

determination and allocation of resources, as well as the 

implementation and monitoring of such resources. The 

essence of strategies, such as offensive and defensive, 

as well as tactics and techniques, come into place.

The fourth and last question emphasises the actions 

and reactions. This question focuses on the timing and 

implementation of the previous question. It goes from 

theory to practice. No journey has a linear process. 

Many obstacles and incidents arise along the way. This is 

the difference between theory and practice. It forces the 

organisation to react accordingly and change its plans if 

the need arises. The organisation may even change its 

strategy. Improvisation is, therefore, crucial for success. 

Flexibility, both in terms of resources and demands, 

perseverance and grit, are likewise crucial for better 

improvisation.

Thinking before Planning

As mentioned previously, thinking and planning are two 

crucial ingredients for an effective strategy. What one 

should also keep in mind, however, is that strategists 

should think before they plan. So much so, that thinking 

must be given priority and treated separately from 

planning. If the strategy was a recipe, the thinking 

ingredient should be cooked before the planning one. 

Strategists who do not take the necessary time to think 

are just planners. Planning takes time. It is crucial for 

success because it focuses on the best way of getting 

things done. The tasks are listed, teams are formed, 

and complex project charts and checklists are created. 

However, if organisations start to plan before they think, 

they may end up with the wrong solution to the right 

problem. Or better yet, the right solution to the wrong 

problem.

Nonetheless, many strategists do fail to think before 

they plan. Time is a common cause. They are too busy 

planning, organising, and stressing themselves out that 

no time is left to think thoroughly. Thinking becomes a 

luxury they wish they had the time for but do not. Some 

people may argue that thinking is unnecessary. For 

action-oriented individuals, the thinking seems obvious 

that doing is more effective than thinking. Bureaucratic 

environments within the organisation may also reduce the 

members’ motivation to think. Yet, when one thinks too 

much without action, is also detrimental to an effective 

strategy. Organisations should keep a balance between 

thinking, planning, and doing; however, they should keep 

in mind that thinking is first and foremost the upfront. It 

can be a make-or-break factor for the strategy.
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The Five Basic Tests

If the aforementioned factors are the ingredients for an effective strategy, one should metaphorically taste the food 

when these six ingredients are cooked together. In other words, leaders need to see if enough thinking resulted in 

the right direction; if enough research was conducted; if enough analysis was done; if enough planning reached 

the designed destination; and if enough actions and reactions were properly made. Otherwise, the efforts would go 

in vain. In her book ‘Understanding Michael Porter’, author Joan Magretta (2012) claimed that a robust strategy is 

defined by its ability to pass five basic tests and questions, as illustrated in Figure STR 1.1A.

Source: Magretta (2012, pp. 16 - 17)

Figure STR 1.1A – The Five Basic Tests and Questions

 

Every destination, regardless of where it is located, has one thing in common: profit maximisation by offering value 

[product] to its customers who agree to make a purchase [money] in return. This is where these five tests focus on. 

The first two tests – a unique value proposition and a tailored value chain – are the core of a strategy. Trade-offs, the 

third test, are the economic linchpin. They make differences in price and cost possible and sustainable. Fit, the fourth 

test, is the amplifier, which aims to enhance the costs and price differences that are the essence of competitive 

advantage and make it even harder for rivals to copy the strategy. Continuity is an enabler. All the other elements of 

strategy – tailoring, trade-offs, fit – take time to develop. Without continuity, organisations are unlikely to develop a 

competitive advantage in the first place.

1. A UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION
Are you offering distinctive value to a chosen set of customers at the right relative price?

2. A TAILORED VALUE CHAIN
Is the best set of activities to deliver your value proposition different from the activities performed 
by rivals?

3. TRADE-OFFS DIFFERENT FROM RIVALS
Are you clear about what you won’t do so that you can deliver your kind of value most efficiently 
and effectively?

4. FIT ACROO THE VALUE CHAIN
Is the value of your activities enhanced by the other activities you perform?

5. CONTINUITY OVER TIME
Is there enough stability in the core of your strategy to allow your organization to get good at what 
it does, to foster tailoring, trade-offs, and fit?
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Creating Value: The Core

Business is about serving consumers and not about destroying competitors. It is not warfare. The creation of value 

for the customers is therefore fundamental for any strategy because consumers are served by getting the desired 

value which is generally in the form of a product. However, competition does inhibit organisations from serving 

consumers. They need to create value that stakes out a distinctive competitive position – one which stands out from 

the competitors. Such value needs to be sought by consumers and be affordable enough for them to pay for it and 

for the organisation to make a profit. The first question therefore is:

• Are you offering distinctive value to a chosen set of customers at the right relative price?

The answer lies in the organisation’s value proposition. Porter (1985) addressed three fundamental questions that 

leaders need to answer regarding value proposition. These questions are illustrated in Figure STR 1.1B. Organisations 

will choose to answer one of these questions predominantly, and the second two questions will follow suit.

Source: Magretta (2012, p. X)

Figure STR 1.1B – The Three Questions for Value Proposition

 

Which needs?
Which 

customers?

What relative 
price?

• What end users?
• What channels?

• Premium? Discount?

• Which products?
• Which features?
• Which services?
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Value Chain: The Tailored

In conjunction with the previous question, one should also keep in mind that value propositions can only be 

effectively delivered by what scholar Michael Porter (1985) described as Value Chain. This concept leads to the next 

question:

• Is the best set of activities to deliver your value proposition different from the activities performed by rivals?

A distinctive value proposition will not translate into a meaningful strategy unless the best set of activities to 

deliver it is different from the activities performed by rivals. Insight into customers’ needs is important, but 

it’s not enough. This statement leads to the second test: a tailored value chain. The essence of strategy and 

competitive advantage lies in the activities, in choosing to perform activities differently, or to perform different 

activities from those of rivals.

Trade-offs: The Linchpin

The third test of strategy may well be the hardest. Making trade-offs means accepting limits and refusing 

opportunities. If there is one important takeaway message from the previously discussed questions, is that a 

strategy is made up of choices. A part of making up the value proposition is choosing what not to do, add, or serve. 

It is a common misconception that “more is always better.” More customers and more products do not necessarily 

mean more profits. It might lead to more sales, but this would come at the cost of tarnishing the organisation’s 

brand, quality, and other crucial factors. 

Trade-offs are the strategic equivalent of the fork in the road metaphor. If the organisation takes one path, 

it cannot simultaneously take the other. Whether the fork in the road is about the product’s features, the 

configuration of activities in the value chain, Porter’s Generic Strategies, or other matters, a trade-off means that 

in certain circumstances, notably known as zero-sums, one simply cannot have the cake and eat it too. Therefore, 

the next question is:

• Are you clear about what you won’t do so that you can deliver your kind of value most efficiently and 

effectively?

 

Besides, those organisations have scarce resources that need to be utilised wisely, and trade-offs arise for several 

other reasons. First, some product features may be incompatible with each other, in the sense that a feature that 

meets one’s specific need, performs poorly in addressing other needs. Secondly,  there may be trade-offs in the 

activities themselves, in other words, the configuration of activities that best delivers one kind of value cannot 

equally well deliver another. You can bet that a plant designed to handle small lot sizes and custom products 
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will be less efficient for large production runs or standard products. Thirdly are the inconsistencies in image or 

reputation. Can you imagine, for example, the Italian sports car maker Ferrari introducing a minivan? Trade-offs 

make choices about what not to do, as important as choices of what to do. Deciding which needs to serve, and 

which products or features to offer, is key to developing a strategy. However, it is just as important to decide 

which needs not to serve, and which products or features not to offer.

Strategic Fit: The Amplifier

The fourth question has to do with how the activities in the value chain are related to one another. It shows the 

importance of aligning various functions together. But fit goes beyond simple alignment to amplify a competitive 

advantage. Good strategies depend on the connection among many things, on making interdependent choices. 

The first kind of fit is basic consistency, where each activity in the value chain is aligned with the organisation’s value 

proposition. For example, McDonald’s activities are all aligned for speed. Everything is designed to reduce the time 

and motion required to complete a task. How the food is cooked, and the queue is set, are all designed to make the 

process fast. The second type of fit occurs when activities complement or reinforce each other. This is real synergy, 

where the value of each activity is raised by the other. To continue with the example of McDonald’s, assessment by 

mystery shopping focuses on speed. Porter’s third type of fit is substitution, where performing one activity makes it 

possible to eliminate another.

Continuity: The Enabler

The business environment in which an organisation operates is constantly changing. New competitors emerge and 

existing ones leave. The customers’ needs change. Old technologies become obsolete and new ones are introduced. 

Dealing with change is therefore a crucial effort for the organisation to survive and maintain its success.

But continuity, as conservative as it sounds, is equally important for a strategy to succeed. Strategy is not a stir 

fry. It is a stew. It takes time for the flavours and textures to develop. The impact of continuity can be found in the 

Flywheel Effect phenomenon (Collins, 2001). The founder of Alibaba, Jack Ma once said, “If there are nine rabbits 

on the ground, if you want to catch one, just focus on one. Change your tactics if you need to, but don’t change 

the rabbit.” Continuity reinforces the organisation’s identity. It builds its brand, reputation, and relationships with 

its stakeholders. Trial and error, as well as constant efforts, would accumulate into experience and know-how that 

increases the organisation to become better in what it does.  Thus, the last question is:

• Is there enough stability in the core of your strategy to allow your organisation to get good at what it does, to 

foster tailoring, trade-offs, and fit?
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Conclusion

It is important for the organisation to constantly change 
for survival and to adapt to its changing environment. 

After all, strategy is a path, not a fixed point. It is equally important for the organisation not to change too regularly 

and establish a sense of routine or stability. This dichotomy is synonymous with author Jim Collins and Jerry Porras’s 

(1994) argument of stimulating progress while preserving the core. 
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